Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new way of studying derivatives of L-functions of cusp forms by associating to them cocycles analogous, in function, to the period polynomial.The main result gives a description of the effect of Hecke operators on these cocycles. (2000): 11F67.
Introduction
Let f be a cusp form of weight k for v 2 Z. The period polynomial of f is de¢ned by
In [Z] , D. Zagier gives a formula describing the action of Hecke operators on period polynomials which generalizes an earlier result of Manin (cf. [M] ). The proofs given there are based on a theorem (cf. [CZ] ) that algebraically describes certain Hecke operators acting on rational period functions as they have been de¢ned by Knopp in [K] . At the same time, it is possible to generalize the notion of the period polynomial to the case that the cusp form has level higher than one (cf. [A] or [Sk] .) Speci¢cally, for a cusp form of (even) weight k for G 0 N we can de¢ne a map r f from G v 2 Z to the space P kÀ2 C of polynomials in CX with degree W k À 2 such that:
Here, j k is the usual`stroke' operator such that
In [A] , Antoniadis has proved a formula giving the values of r T p f (p T jN) in terms of values of r f X (Here, T p f denotes the image of f under the usual Hecke operator T p .) Compositio Mathematica 125: 39^54, 2001 .
In this paper, we ¢rst give (Theorem 1) a simpler expression for the action of the Hecke operators on r f , by applying Choie and Zagier's theorem. In fact, the resulting formula is similar to the one proved in [Z] for level 1.
Coming back to the case of level 1, one of the possible interpretations of the period polynomial of a cusp form f of (even) weight k on G v 2 Z is via the values of the corresponding L-function L f s at s 1Y F F F Y k À 1X In this case, the period polynomial can be written in the form:
Another viewpoint exploits the fact that the period polynomial, in this case, satis¢es an 1-cocycle relation with respect to the action j 2Àk of G on P kÀ2 CX Combining these two interpretations of the period polynomial, we can then obtain a relation between values of L f s and certain cocycles.
On the other hand, D. Goldfeld and I (cf. [G] , [D] ) have shown that it is possible to construct maps which are related in an similar manner to values of derivatives of L f s and which satisfy higher cocycle relations. Motivated by this analogy and the interest of the properties of the usual period polynomial, here we study closer such a map s f X G Â G 3 P kÀ2 C (somewhat different from the one in [D] , [G] ) which is associated to L H f s and satis¢es a two-cocycle condition. It turns out, that by identifying elements of P kÀ2 C differing by an element of the Q-vector space M f of P kÀ2 K-linear combinations of the periods I 0 f zz j dz (j 0Y F F F Y k À 2), (where K is the space of Q-linear combinations of pi, log n (n 2Y 3Y F F F)) s f induces a map b f de¢ned on G I nG P 1 Q. Here, G I is the subspace of G generated by
The map b f sends G I g to the class mod M f with representative:
where uz X logZzX In Proposition 2 (inspired by a conversation with D. Zagier) we then prove that the projection b f of b f to the quotient of P kÀ2 CaM f P 1 Q (the maps P 1 Q 3 P kÀ2 CaM f ) over the group P kÀ2 CaM f satis¢es the Eichler^Shimura relations. That is,
where k expresses a naturally de¢ned action and U 1 À1 1 0 À Á . The main result of the paper (Theorem 2) is the characterization of the effect of the Hecke operators on b f . Again the ¢nal expression is completely analogous to the one Zagier has proved for periods. This suggests a broader applicability of the principle of [CZ] , where Knopp's Hecke operators (which is essentially what we use in the statements of both our theorems) are characterized in a completely algebraic manner, without reference to the objects on which they act.
A connection with geometry (to be discussed in a later work) comes with the observation that " b f can be identi¢ed with a compactly supported 1-cocycle. Then, the interpretation of the ¢rst compactly supported cohomology group in terms of the cohomology of non-compacti¢ed modular curve (cf. [H] , Kap.2) appears to set " b f in an appropriate geometric context. Because of the analogy the above setup has with the one in Eichler^Shimura^Manin theory, it is natural to ask questions about the linear dependence of values of b f and its coef¢cients over a ¢eld smaller than CY analogous to the relations holding in the case of the period polynomial (cf. [M] ). The natural character of the constructions made here, which parallel the considerations when dealing with L-functions and their derivatives, (e.g. the role of the space generated by periods when we look at the ¢rst derivative), further suggests that this kind of questions could be dealt with our methods.
We should ¢nally note that another advantage of our approach is that all the constructions extend to the case of higher derivatives thus enabling us to possibly carry over to that case any insight we derive when we study the ¢rst derivative.
Hecke Action on Cochains
In [H] , Section 2.2, Haberland de¢nes Hecke operators on the space C i GY V of i-cochains with values in a G-module V which commute with the usual coboundary operator d (expressed in terms of the`bar' resolution).We will describe in some detail how these operators are de¢ned in our setting.
Let M H 2 Z be the semigroup of 2 Â 2 matrices with non-zero determinant and entries in Z. It is easy to see that, for each g P G and
Z is upper-triangular with positive diagonal elements, we have
Here and in what follows we have taken log to mean the principal branch of the logarithm. Now, for a positive integer p, let M p denote the set of matrices 1 GY P kÀ2 C, C 2 GY P kÀ2 C and C 3 GY P kÀ2 C are given by the formulae
(Since it will always be clear which set these operators act on, from now on we omit the superscript in their notation.)
Finally, we set
In this way, we obtain a map vjjM from G to P kÀ2 C. Although k is not quite an action, we have the following lemma:
Proof. Since for each h P GY we have GgMh À1 GMh À1 Y both vkgkM and vkgM equal vM h hgM À1 j 2Àk gM when evaluated at h P GY where by M h we denote the element of GMh À1 satisfying the conditions set in the de¢nition of kX The second equality is veri¢ed similarly.
Obviously, by linearity, we can de¢ne vkM for each elementM of the group of ¢nite linear combinations of elements of M H 2 Z with integer coef¢cients. We observe that we can express Haberland's Hecke operators on C 1 GY P kÀ2 C using the above notation:
Also, we note that, for
ckg can be identi¢ed with cj 2Àk g for all g P G.
Periods of Cusp Forms on
As noted in Section 1, we can de¢ne the period polynomial r f of f (cf. [A] , [Sk] ) setting
In view of the Eichler^Shimura isomorphism, one might consider as a more natural generalization of the period polynomial the map sending g P G 0 N to the polynomialr f g
g. However (using`Manin's Trick'), we can writer f g as a sum of r f g i j 2Àk g À1 i g for some g i P G which come from the continued fraction expansion of gI.
If we change variables (w gz) we see that
gY for g P GX (From now on, the stroke operator will be applied only to elements of P kÀ2 CY so we will denote it by j rather than j 2Àk .) If we denote by T Y S the matrices 0 À1 1 0 À Á and
On the other hand, for n P N with nY N 1, equalities (3), MI M g I I
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imply that m f jjT I n g equals
and, hence, m f kT I n m T n f X Now, in [CZ] it is proven that there exist X n Y Y n P ZM n (where M n denotes the set of matrices in M
Moreover, an example of such a X n is given explicitly. Speci¢cally, if, for a positive n, we denote by Man n the set of
From the equalities we just proved, together with Lemma 1,we then deduce that, for all g P G,
Obviously, for N 1, r f g Constant and (5) gives Zagier's formula (cf. [Z] ). Now, we set r 
From this, we obtain the following result: THEOREM 1. Let f be a cusp form of even weight k for G 0 N. Then for any odd positive integer n with nY N 1Y we have:
Derivatives of L-functions
We now restrict ourselves to the case that f z I n1 ane 2pinz is a cusp form of (even) weight k for G v 2 ZX The periods r n f of f are de¢ned by
The period polynomial can then be written in the form
(Notice that this is consistent with the de¢nition of the period polynomial given in the Introduction because r n f À1 nÀ1 r kÀ2Àn f .) We observe that r f X equals Àr f T where r f is a map from G to P kÀ2 C such that
f zz À gX kÀ2 jgY X kÀ2 dzY for all g P GX The map r f is an element of the group of 1-cocycles Z 1 GY P kÀ2 C (with respect to the action j 2Àk ). In fact, it is a representative of the image of f under the Eichler^Shimura map from S k G to H 1 GY P kÀ2 CX (cf. [S] , Ch. 8). We now construct a map associated to L H f j's (j 1Y F F F Y k À 1) which satis¢es a 2-cocycle condition. We ¢rst set uz X 2 logZz where Zz denotes Dedekind's Z-function
The function u satis¢es the transformation rule:
where k g is a constant depending only on g and belonging to Qpi. In particular, we have k T Àpia2X We can then de¢ne a map s f X G Â G 3 P kÀ2 C such that:
The following lemma proves that s f is a 2-coboundary and, hence it automatically satis¢es a 2-cocycle condition:
LEMMA 2. Let f be a cusp form of weight k for G. For all gY h P G, we have:
and where d denotes the coboundary operator on 1-cochains (again with respect to thè bar' resolution.) Proof. For all gY h P G, we have:
By a simple computation we can see that for g P v 2 R and z 1 Y z 2 P h, we have:
If we then set g g À1 , z 1 z and z 2 ghX , this becomes:
Moreover, f gzdgz f zjgY z kÀ2 dz and hence the integral in (7) equals:
By a change of variables (z H gz), we obtain:
Since this equals v f gh À v f gjhY the proof of the lemma is complete. Some obvious equalities we will be using tacitly in the sequel are:
given by the following PROPOSITION 1. For all f P S k G, we have:
Differentiating both sides of the`Mellin inverse transformation'
Às L f sY with respect to s, we eventually obtain
From these identities (with s j 1), the result follows immediately. Finally, using formula (2), we obtain a relation between T p f and s T p f .
LEMMA. 3. For all g 1 Y g 2 P G, we have
Proof. From equality (2), we see that
Because of the`cocycle condition' satis¢ed by jgY z and the fact that jM g 1 Y z is independent from z, we have
X As noted in the proof of Theorem 1,
so we obtain the desired result.
A Special Set of Values of s f
According to the 2-cocycle condition s f satis¢es, we have,
This, together with the equality s f SY g 0Y (g P G) implies (by induction) that the set fs f T Y gY g P Gg generates (over ZG) the set of values of s f (in the same way that the period polynomial generates the set of values of the 1-cocycle r f X) In view of this observation, we can concentrate on the subset fs f T Y gY g P Gg of the values of s f . Let K be the Q-vector space generated (over Q) by the set fipY log 2Y log 3Y F F FgX We consider (for a ¢xed f P S k G), the Q-vector space M f kÀ2 j0 P kÀ2 K I 0 f zz j dz and the projection map p f X P kÀ2 C 3 P kÀ2 CaM f X Obviously the action of M H 2 Z on P kÀ2 C induces an action on P kÀ2 CaM f so that p f Pjg p f Pjg (denoted again by j). Since k d P QpiY
In particular, p f s f gY S n 0X At the same time, the 2-cocycle condition implies
In view of this fact, we de¢ne a map b f X G I nG 3 P kÀ2 CaM f such that:
CaM f by the formula used in the case of C 1 GY P kÀ2 CY we can prove that it induces an action on the group of maps P 1 Q 3 P kÀ2 CaM f , denoted by P kÀ2 CaM f P 1 Q X Indeed, identifying
g ¢xes in¢nity and belongs to GY we deduce that, in fact, it belongs to
, M 2 g are upper-triangular elements with positive diagonal elements and
To obtain an explicit formula for b f jjMmY n, with mY n 1 and M P M p Y we observe that, if Finally, the image of b f under the projection map from P kÀ2 CaM f P 1 Q to the quotient P kÀ2 CaM f P 1 Q aP kÀ2 CaM f (with the obvious embedding of P kÀ2 CaM f into P kÀ2 CaM f P 1 Q ) is denoted by " b f . Again, since P kÀ2 CaM f is invariant under the action of M H 2 Z k is well-de¢ned on the quotient. With this notation we can prove the following Proposition which was inspired by a discussion with D. Zagier.
PROPOSITION 2 (Eichler^Shimura Relations). For U X 1 À1 1 0 À Á , we have:
Proof. The 2-cocycle condition gives:
For the proof of the second equality, we apply the 2-cocycle condition
to the triplets
to obtain, respectively,
These equalities imply that
Ã n À Á , this implies that for all mY n P P 1 QY b f k1 U U 2 mY n equals p f s f T Y UjTU À1 p f s f T Y U À1 jTU, which is what we wanted to prove.
